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Let ~ be a real quadratic irrational of discriminant ~)=fg~t~O , where ~4 

is the fundamental discriminant of the field ~I~), ~(~) and ~ are the char- 

acter and the number of classes of the field ~), respectively, and ~(~ ~(i~)= ~ One proves the following estimate for the length ~ of the 

period of the expansion of ~ into a continued fraction: 

Lo y3 { ~ (~.~) 

where oD=t if ~=l and o3=2 if ~> i. 

A. S. Pen and B. F. Skubenko (Mat. Zametki, 5, No. 4, 413-482 (1969)) have proved 

this estimate in the case f=i, ~imO (mo6~). 

Let ~ be a real quadratic irrational of discriminant ~ >O , i.e., a root of the 

quadratic equation 

with integer coefficients ~)~,~) ~)t,C~=i,~=t~$O~. 

of the period of the expansion of 

estimate from above for the quantity 

We denoteby ~ = [ (~  the length 

into a continued fraction. One proves the following 

~(~ , in dependence on r . 

THEOREM. Let 

I r tf 6 = !  (mo&t(~ 
~ =  4~I, tf &=-z,stmo~4), (1) 

where d �9 J i s  a s q u a r e - f r e e  number, ~ ttL) and E a re  the  c h a r a c t e r  and the  number of 

classes of the real quadratic field (~ { ~ respectively, and L (i,36~ = ~ x ~  Then, n. " 
)%-| 

the length ~ of the period of the quadratic irrational of discriminant ~ satisfies the 

following inequality : 

~zLCi,~) (2) t ~ ~ , ,  

h 
where 
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Pen and Skubenko [4] have proved estimate (2) in the case of an even ~ and 

From estimate (2) it follows that 

(3) 

and, in the case of the validity of the extended conjecture of Riemann, one has the estimate 

In an entire series of papers [2--9] one has refined the constant in estimate (3), both 

in the case of a square-free �9 and for an arbitrary ~ , different from a perfect square, 

and also in the case ~=~ 

Since estimate (2) is invariant relative to the substitution of ~ by an equivalent 

irrational ~ (equivalent in the sense that there exist integers i,~,~,~ . ~{-~[=zl, 

such that ~ &~i ~ ), one can assume that ~ can be expanded in a purely periodic frac- 

tion (in this case ~ is called a reduced irrational): 

Then 

where 

g-~[ ~,;%.,. ,%1 - t .  

%~ + ~t-1 ' (4) 

~%. is the approximant of index ~ to the number ~ . 

We shall make use of the terminology and the results of [I, Chap. 2, Sec. 7]. Let 

m=~i,~ be a module, let ~ be its ring of coefficients with the fundamental unit 

-~,~ +%.> ~. (5) 

This unit satisfies the equation 

e~- ~ +6=o , u. = pt§ ~ , _ ~ ,  ~" = ~ -~ .~ .  (6) 

Setting 

from relations (4) and (6) we obtain that thenumbers ~ and ~ are solutions (the smallest 

positive by virtue of the fact that g is fundamental) of Pell's equation 

~_ m~{~+_ (7) 

where 

d., if 

t 4d., if 
d . -  i c  m~14~  

In this case 
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Let ~ 

we have 

s  
Z 

be a fundamental unit of the field ~ (~). 

(8) 

Then, for some natural number ~ = ~(~ 

K 

-- 6~ (9) 

and ~=i in the case i=i We estimate ~(.-[~ for ~>i 

LEMMA i. We have the inequality 

Lz . (10) 

Proof. The fundamental unit 6 of the field ~(~ is equal to 
O 

go- 

for positive integers ~o~ ~o, the smallest positive solutions of Pe11's equation 

Iio ~ -o 

( 1 We c o n s i d e r  t he  r e c u r r e n t  s equence  ~ , d e f i n e d  by t he  r e l a t i o n s  

Since ~o and ~o 

Ik o=i , we have 

then 

are integers, it follows that ~ is a sequence of natural numbers. If 

~o=-~ and II~ is the sequence of Fibonacci numbers. If LLQ>J , 

from where it follows that ['l.~'~l is an increasing sequence. One proves by induction that 

r 
where g~ is the number conjugate to 

(13) 

Then, from the formulas 

switching to determinants, we obtain 

From here it follows that to each value of ~-L there corresponds at most two values of 

I~. Together with relation (12), this shows that there exist at most ~ values of 

the pair ~I~ ~,~ of neighboring values of the sequence [~I , reduced relative to an 

arbitrary module ~ From here and from (12) it follows that the sequence [I$~ is 

purely periodic relative to any module ~ , with the length of the smallest period ~b~r~. 

In particular, there exists an index S=S[~r~ such that 
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s =-- o  mod. 

From (8), (9), and (13) we obtain that 

6-8 

From here and also by virtue of the monotonicity of ~I~ ~ 

follows that ~ ~ S~ z_~ 

The lemma is proved. 

and the minimality of ~, it 

Proof. 

approximants satisfy the inequalities 

LEMMA 2. We have the inequality 

i 

It is known that for every continued fraction, the denominators 

(the proof is carried ouE by induction). Consequently, 

The lemma is proved. 

~. of the 

Proof of the Theorem. 

= ~ , we obtain 

By virtue of Lemmas 1 and 2 and of the remark regarding the case 

(14) 

By Dirichlet's theorem, for the number ~ of classes of the quadratic field (see [i]) we have 

Substituting the value of ~ o  

statement of the theorem. 

! 

obtained from here into formula (14), one arrives at the 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6, 

7. 
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NUMBER OF INTEGRAL POINTS IN AN ELLIPTIC REGION 

(A REMARK ON A THEOREM OF A. V. MALYSHEV) 

E. V. Podsypanin UDC 511.512 

One gives a refinement of A. V. Malyshev's asymptotic formula (Tr. Mat. Inst. 

Akad. Nauk SSSR, 65, 212 (1962)) for the number of integral points in a region 

on the surface of an �9 -dimensional ellipsoid in the case ~ ~4. One corrects 

an error in the mentioned paper. 

The purpose of this note is a sharpening of the known results (see [I, 2]) regarding 

the uniform distribution of the integral points and of the primitive integral points on the 

surface of a multidimensional ellipsoid. 

Let 

be a positive-definite quadratic form with integer coefficients ~...7~nm~ ~,. ,~_~,m and 

with discriminant ~ ; let ~=~.A~N (J4~,i~) be the quadratic form which is algebraical- 

ly reciprocal to ~ , A~ being the algebraic complement of the elements of the matrix of 

the coefficients of ~ ; let .% and ~ be natural numbers and let ~4,.o ; ~ be integers. 

Let il---~,~ be a convex region on the surface of the ellipsoid ~(~4,...,~)=n% (convex 

in the sense that the conical sector ~ of the solid ellipsoid ~[~4,"',~m~% , based on 

the region ~ , is convex in the usual sense). By the elliptic (~-elliptic) angle ~=~(~) 

of the region ~ we mean the usual �9 -dimensional solid angle of the region ~' , obtained 

from ~ with the aid of the linear transformation mapping the ellipsoid ~(~4,...,~n)=rr~ into 

~--2~ is the full solid angle. We denote by ~g;6~, ,~(Jl) the sphere ~+.. + ~=rr~ 0-- F(~/~) 

the number of all integral points (~,...,~) , congruent with (~4,"', 6m) modulo ~ and lying 

in the region ~ ; ~i~,..~(J~) is the number of primitive integral points (~ ..,~ 

(i.e., those for which (~,...,~=4), congruent with (~,...,~m) modulo ~ and lying in 

the region ~ . 

In [i] (Chap. III) one has obtained asymptotic formulas for the quantities ~;~,...,~(~m)_ 

and ~g~,. ,6 (~,~). Unfortunately, the proof of the formula ~9~,.. ,6~(~) in [i, Chap. III, 

Theorem 3, p. 97] contains an error. We correct this inaccuracy and we make more precise 

the asymptotic formula given there. The refinement is attained at the expense of another 

choice of the parameters. 
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